
Thousand Miles to Graceland: A Detailed
Exploration of the 2001 Heist Comedy
Thousand Miles to Graceland is a 2001 heist comedy film directed by Brian
Robbins and starring Kevin Costner, Kurt Russell, and Courteney Cox. The
film follows a group of Elvis Presley impersonators who attempt to rob a
casino during an Elvis convention. Thousand Miles to Graceland is a fun
and exciting film with a great cast and an engaging story.
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Plot

The film opens with a group of Elvis Presley impersonators, led by Wayne
(Kevin Costner),practicing their act for an upcoming Elvis convention. The
group is made up of a variety of characters, including a former lounge
singer (Kurt Russell),a Vietnam War veteran (Dennis Quaid),and a young
woman (Courteney Cox) who is trying to escape her abusive husband. As
the group prepares for the convention, they learn that a casino is going to
be holding a special event featuring a rare Elvis Presley artifact. The group
decides to rob the casino, using their Elvis impersonations to gain access
to the event.
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The heist goes off without a hitch, and the group escapes with the artifact.
However, they soon find themselves being pursued by the FBI and the
casino's security forces. The group must now use all of their skills to stay
one step ahead of the authorities and get away with the loot.

Cast

The cast of Thousand Miles to Graceland is one of its strongest assets.
Kevin Costner is excellent in the lead role as Wayne, a charismatic and
determined Elvis impersonator. Kurt Russell is also great as Chazz, a
former lounge singer who is struggling to find his place in life. Dennis Quaid
is memorable as Elvis, a Vietnam War veteran who is haunted by his past.
Courteney Cox is also good as Kelly, a young woman who is trying to
escape her abusive husband. The rest of the cast, including Christian
Slater, Val Kilmer, and Bruce Campbell, are also all excellent.

Themes

Thousand Miles to Graceland is a film about the power of dreams. The
film's characters are all people who are trying to achieve their dreams,
whether it is becoming a successful Elvis impersonator, finding a new
career, or escaping an abusive relationship. The film shows that anything is
possible if you set your mind to it. The film also explores the themes of
friendship and loyalty. The group of Elvis impersonators are all there for
each other, even when they are faced with danger. The film shows that true
friends are worth more than anything.

Thousand Miles to Graceland is a fun and exciting film with a great cast
and an engaging story. The film is a celebration of the power of dreams and
the importance of friendship. Thousand Miles to Graceland is a film that will
stay with you long after the credits have rolled.



Additional Information

The film was shot on location in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The film's soundtrack features a number of Elvis Presley songs, as
well as original songs by Bruce Springsteen and John Hiatt.

The film was a critical and commercial success, grossing over $67
million worldwide.
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Time Out for Knee Replacement: Essential
Information for Patients Undergoing Total Knee
Arthroplasty
Total knee replacement (TKR) is a surgical procedure that involves
replacing the damaged knee joint with an artificial implant. It is a
common...
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Clarinet Fundamentals: A Systematic Fingering
Course for Beginners
Welcome to the exciting world of clarinet playing! Whether you're a
complete beginner or have some prior musical experience, our
systematic fingering course is...
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